
Established on May 9th 2010 in the midst of the finan-

cial crisis, the European Union's 750 billion euro rescue

package at least secured government borrowing in the

euro area, preventing the threatening collapse of the

monetary union. But this fund also demonstrates the

complete failure of the SGP. This pact has not preven-

ted several member governments from finding 

themselves as viewed as being on the verge of bank-

ruptcy. Reason enough for a debate about various re-

form proposals. The European Commission itself, as

well as its specially implemented Task Force, have sub-

mitted proposals, along with the European Central

Bank (ECB) and several economists. The majority of

these proposals concentrate on the stricter monitoring

of the SGP's deficit criteria, and on tougher sanctions

in case of violations. These criteria require the national
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public budget deficits not to exceed 3 % of the GDP,

and the public debt-to-GDP ratio not to be larger than

60 %.

As far as the actual economic problems of the euro

area are concerned, this narrow focus on public 

debt misses the point entirely. The examples of Spain

and Ireland illustrate this clearly: Both countries have

never violated the 3 % deficit criterion between 1999

and 2007, their debt-to-GDP ratio was – in Spain after

2000 – below the 60 percent margin and had decrea-

sed over time notably. Nevertheless, these two coun-

tries now find themselves in the “PIGS” group

(Portugal, Ireland, Greece, Spain), a disrespectful acro-

nym for the four European member states whose 

credit ratings were suddenly questioned on the finan-

cial markets.

Reforming the European Stability and Growth Pact:

Public Debt is Not the Only Factor, 

Private Debt Counts as Well

The global financial crisis has resulted in a massive increase of public debt, and the European Stability

and Growth Pact (SGP) has been unable to prevent this trend. Presently, most European governments

respond by introducing tough budget consolidation programmes. The current crisis made blatantly 

obvious that the institutional framework of the European Monetary Union (EMU) is inadequate. This fact

has initiated a scientific debate about the SGP. Most reform proposals concentrate on public debt, thus

intensifying the pact's traditional one-sided focus on public debt. But this strategy could prove to be

fatal, for economic developments in the short-run as well as for mid-term growth: The economic 

recovery in the European countries would be curbed, without tackling the actual problems of the euro

area. Not only public debt is a continual threat to the stability of the EMU, private debt counts as well.

Thus the euro area's fundamental problems will not be solved without a reorganisation of the SGP. After

reviewing major reform proposals, the IMK will present its own concept for an innovative SGP reform

strategy. Our main focus will be on current account balances, because they are able to reveal perilous

trends both in the public as well as in the private sector.



in financial difficulties. With the help of the International

Monetary Fund (IMF, 250 billion euros) and the Euro-

pean Commission (60 billion euros) this sums up to a

safety net of 750 billion euros. This was supposed to

stop speculative attacks on government bonds of some

member states. The granting of these credits will de-

pend on tough budget cuts. At the same time, the ECB

has signalled to buy government bonds under pres-

sure.

These financial measures bought precious time,

speculative attacks were curtailed, and the risk premi-

ums on bonds of struggling states were reduced signi-

ficantly. At the same time, the euro area countries have

committed themselves to a tough, restrictive consoli-

dation strategy for many years, maybe for an entire 

decade. This strategy will either increase economic 

imbalances in the euro area or lead to a stabilisation

with unsatisfactory growth and employment rates.

Again, the crisis' actual causes are not addressed.

There is still no institutional structure to mitigate eco-

nomic imbalances in the euro area. The time gained

with the help of the European Financial Stability 

Facility would be well spent to enable the SGP to 

effectively help stabilise the euro area, while at the

same time encouraging economic growth.

Present-day proposals have faulty focus

The European Union, the ECB and several economists

have already submitted reform proposals, reacting to

the obvious demand for action. But most of these pro-

posals solely focus on public debt, disregarding private

debt.

Since spring of 2010, the European Union has

come forward with several consecutive proposals to

modify the SGP and to increase surveillance by the

Commission. In May 2010, the European Commission
affirmed that the SGP is the adequate instrument to

contain public deficits, but conceded that surveillance

measures should be reinforced. At the same time, ma-

croeconomic imbalances should be closely monitored

and taken into account (European Commission

2010a). Apart from improved statistical data compila-

tion, the Commission proposes a so-called European

semester, i.e. a reinforced surveillance of public 

budgets before they pass national parliaments. 

Additionally, sanctions against violations should be

tougher and faster, e.g. new penalties could be instal-

led or payments of the European Cohesion Fund could

be withdrawn. The SGP should also be incorporated

into national law. This tougher surveillance will also

take the 60 % debt-to-GDP ratio increasingly into 

account as a crucial element of the excessive deficit

procedure, not neglecting it as in the past. Besides

Their national deficits had increased sharply 

because both governments had to react to bursting

credit bubbles and demand shortfalls due to the finan-

cial crisis. In fact, private debt was thus transformed

into public debt; the public debt-to-GDP ratio exploded 

accordingly. It stands to reason that the combined debt

of both public and private sector would be a far more

sensitive indicator for impeding national debt overload

than the budget deficit alone. The joint financial position

of both sectors is shown in the current account balance

and in the foreign debt-to-GDP ratio.

In this report, we will illustrate how an improved

SGP could meet economic imbalances between 

member states. Furthermore, we will explain the role

of fiscal policy within the framework of this modified

pact. Adherence to the faulty design of the failed SGP

and its rules would entail high risks for the entire euro

area: In the short term, the European Union would face

an economic downturn and rising unemployment rates;

in the long term, the EMU could even break apart, if

the economic imbalances between the member states

are not resolved. To prevent the latter scenario, fiscal

policies have to be coordinated: The inevitable conso-

lidation in countries with current account deficits have

to be complemented by more expansionary policies in

countries with current account surpluses. In a coordi-

nated effort, expenditure paths for countries with a 

significant current account deficit should be developed

and would decrease their high debt-to-GDP ratio far

more effectively than adhering to fiscal deficit or debt

criteria.

Reforms are inevitable

In order to sustain aggregate demand, most countries

of the euro area have introduced economic stimulus

packages in 2009 and 2010, after the Europe-wide

economic downturn started. If governments had not 

accepted higher budget deficits to render these 

packages possible, an even lower aggregate 

production would have resulted, as the private sector

suddenly desired to increase its saving and to withheld

investments. Moreover, extensive financial grants were

provided for the banking sector.

Nevertheless, speculation on the financial markets

escalated, especially with Greek government bonds. In

January 2010, the Greek government presented a dra-

stic austerity package to cut their budget deficit from

13 % in 2009 to just 2 % in 2013; this package came

about under heavy pressure from the EU Commission

and several member states. Furthermore, the Euro-

pean Council established the European Financial Sta-

bility Facility on May 9th, 2010. This fund can realise

credits up to 440 billion euros available to governments
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the limiting of voting rights in the EU. An independent

fiscal institution should be installed within the Com-

mission to monitor and evaluate national budgets. In-

ternational competitiveness is surveilled to detect

decreasing competitive advantages or emerging com-

petitive disadvantages; with this focus, economic im-

balances are only located in countries with competitive

disadvantages or current account deficits.

The German economists Clemens Fuest, Martin
Hellwig, Hans-Werner Sinn and Wolfgang Franz
(Fuest et al. 2010) have published ten rules to rescue

the Euro currency in one of the leading German daily

newspapers, the “Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung”.

Again, those rules concentrate largely on public bud-

get deficits and debt. Fuest et al. propose that 

governments hard-pressed for funds shall receive 

financial aid only after a unanimous vote in the group of

supporting states and the IMF. Also, this aid has to be

refunded, plus an additional fee; the sum of financial

aid may never exceed a certain percentage of the 

receiving country's GDP. The country's previous 

creditors should share the debt crisis' burden through

a reduction of their claims, a so-called “haircut”. If a

member country is on the verge of bankruptcy, its 

budget should be directly controlled by the European

Commission. The authority of the European statistical

agency Eurostat should be extended, the emission of

Eurobonds should not be allowed. Leaving the Euro-

pean Monetary Union should be possible at any time,

either voluntarily or forcibly. On the financial markets,

these measures should lead to add-on interest rates

according to each country's credit rating. Reinforced

deficit and debt criteria should further promote fiscal

discipline: The 3 % deficit criterion should be reduced

by one percentage point for each 10 % step that the

debt-to-GDP ratio exceeds 60 %. For example, a coun-

try with a 110 % debt-to-GDP ratio would require a 2 %

budget surplus to meet these new criteria. If the crite-

ria are not met, an automatic fine would be imposed

without further political decision making.

The ten rules of Fuest et al. cannot meet the 

central problems of the euro area, they miss them 

entirely. If they were applied instantly, we would 

witness a massive economic downturn in the euro

area, because consolidation strategies would be 

intensified when countries with high debt-to-GDP 

ratios would suddenly have to meet the adjusted defi-

cit criterion. Again, the one-sided fixation on state 

finances is astonishing, especially since the authors

concede that excessive private debt should be avoided

and that foreign trade imbalances in the euro area have

been too high in the past. It remains unclear whether

the proposed rules could have prevented these 
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reinforced fiscal surveillance, macroeconomic imba-

lances should be monitored more closely in order to

identify future credit bubbles or competitive disadvan-

tages of member states; both are supposed to be met

by structural reforms.

The proposals of the European Task Force of

Council President Herman van Rompuy partially 

coincide with these ideas; the Task Force consists of

high-ranking politicians of member governments, of the

Commission and the ECB. This group has been 

working since May 2010 and has in the meantime 

submitted proposals for reinforced fiscal surveillance

and for a reduction of competitive disadvantages 

(van Rompuy 2010): The Task Force also favours the

European semester for better budgetary surveillance. 

Additionally, sanctions should be imposed even before

the 3 % criterion is violated, the 60% criterion should be

reinforced as well, and closer monitoring should detect

countries with internal economic weaknesses or 

competitive disadvantages. The Task Force proposals

have been discussed during the European Council

meeting on June 17th 2010 in Brussels and have been

included in its Conclusions (European Council 2010, 

p. 4-5).

The aim of all EU proposals is the compliance of

member states in terms of both criteria, the 3 % deficit

and the 60 % debt-to-GDP criterion, through early sur-

veillance and tougher sanctions. According to this 

approach, budget problems arise only when existing

rules are not fully implemented by member states. The

underlying economic concept of the SGP is never 

questioned. Neither is adequately taken into account

that the sharp increase of national deficits is the result

of the financial crisis, particularly of governments 

compensating for plummeting demand and rescuing

private banks and financial institutions, nor is there a

discussion whether the attainment of these targets is

sensible and feasible in the current situation – if it ever

was. In contrast to earlier SGP reform proposals, the

focus is, however, widened and a broader macroeco-

nomic surveillance introduced. But again, this 

surveillance is one-sided, because countries with 

attested competitive disadvantages will be urged 

towards dubious structural reforms, while no adjust-

ments are required of countries with current account

surpluses. This makes the return to stability exceedin-

gly difficult. Plus, there are no precise and manageable

criteria to indicate macroeconomic imbalances.

The ECB proposal concentrates on a stricter appli-

cation of the 3 % deficit criterion as well. Deficit proce-

dures and sanctions should start automatically if this

criterion is violated, also if the general government debt

exceeds 60 % of GDP. Sanctions could also include
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1 In an Annex, Gros/Mayer (2010, p. 9) develop a “vulnerability index”

to describe how vulnerable a country would be in the face of a 

financial crisis. This index includes, besides the public debt and the

public budget deficit, the country's current account balance and its na-

tional net savings (all in percentages of the GDP), as well as the 

nominal unit labour costs. This index would be far more conclusive

than public debt and budget deficits. However, it is immaterial to the

authors' design of the EMF.

developments: No sanctions are imposed against 

excessive private debt or current account deficits, and

no internationally coordinated strategy to meet ma-

croeconomic imbalances  discussed. Whether the fi-

nancial markets would really react to excessive private

debt and current account deficits with timely risk pre-

miums for government bonds, i.e. before the develop-

ment of a debt crisis, in order to discipline the

respective governments, is highly unlikely. In this sce-

nario, there are again no incentives to change for coun-

tries with sizeable current account surpluses. These

rules are merely a reinforced version of the faulty SGP

design.

The economists Daniel Gros and Thomas Mayer
propose the instalment of a permanent stabilisation

mechanism, the European Monetary Fund (EMF),

along with terms for an orderly bankruptcy of insolvent

member states. According to Gros/Mayer (2010), the

key element of this new EMF would be its contribution

rate: Countries with a higher risk of bankruptcy would

have to contribute larger sums to the fund. Gros and

Mayer write (2010, p. 13): “the potential risk each 

member country represents (…) increases of course

the higher the country's deficits and debt levels.” The 

authors suggest that only countries violating both 

deficit or debt criteria should contribute to the fund.

Hence the same objections apply as to the 

discussion of the Fuest et al. (2010) proposals: It is not

self-evident why Germany would have been required

to contribute repeatedly to the fund between 1999 and

2007 due to its excessive budget deficits in several

years, while pursuing a restrictive fiscal policy despite

large and growing current account surpluses, whereas

the massive and growing private (foreign) debt in Spain

would trigger no consequences, only because the state

deficit was not ’too high’.1

All presented proposals uniformly define state 

deficits as the major problem and adhere to the well-

known limits to budget deficits and debt-to-GDP ratios.

The recommended measures primarily propose to

tighten fiscal surveillance and policies. If they were 

implemented instantly, they would entail a massive 

negative fiscal impulse: Because private demand is still

weak, further massive budget cuts would probably 

result in a long-term economic stagnation. In a worst-

case scenario, it would even slump the euro area into

another recession. Production capacities would be

under-utilised, unemployment rates would remain high,

long-term economic growth would be endangered, and

severe social and political disruption could occur. But

we believe there is another reason why compliance

with the deficit criteria is not always desirable: The

focus of the SGP on public deficits is at fault, the pact

concentrates on the wrong criterion. That is why the

SGP could neither prevent nor cushion the crisis in the

euro area. A country's budget deficit or debt-to-GDP

ratio has no systematic effect on the potential risk this

country poses to the stability of the monetary union.

We will elaborate on this in the next paragraph.

Box 1: 

Basic mechanics of sectoral financial balances

In order to identify potential macroeconomic imbalances, it could help to clarify the following accounting

identities. The financial balances of the three main economic sectors – the state, the private sector and the

foreign sector – have to sum up to zero by definition. Consequently, the sum of the state sector balance and

the private sector balance constitute the domestic current account balance. 

State sector balance (= the state's revenue minus its expenditure)

+ private sector balance (= private savings minus private investments)

= domestic current account (= negative foreign sector balance)

If a country features a current account deficit (meaning a positive foreign sector balance), this deficit is 

logically paralleled by negative balances of the state and private sector. On the other hand, if a country has

a current account surplus, this implies that the net domestic saving is positive: Either the 

private sector net saved more than the state's deficit, or the state's net savings are higher than the deficit

of the private sector.



The pact's main flaw

The SGP's main design flaw is the fixation on a single

financial balance of one domestic sector, i.e. the state.

A country's budget deficit should never exceed 3 % of

its GDP as a matter of principle. Over the cycle, public

budgets should be balanced or in surplus.2 The debt-to-

GDP ratio is not allowed to rise above 60 %. With this

focus, the pact flatly ignores the private sector and 

foreign trade (see Box 1). The pact indeed sanctions

state deficits, but provides no incentives to create 

budget surpluses during boom times, which could help

prevent an overheating of the economy.

This focus on fiscal rules has not been able to avert

the current crisis. Graph 1 shows how Spain and 

Ireland have always complied with the 3 % criterion,

from the beginning of the monetary union until 2007.

Nevertheless, both countries had severe macroecono-

mic imbalances, just like Germany and Greece 

(Graph 1):

The German economy was defined by a weak do-

mestic demand and an increasing current account

surplus. High net private savings accumulated, re-

sulting from low investments and weak consumer

spending. At the same time, capital exports were

extraordinarily high. The German budget featured

deficits between 2001 and 2006, violating the 3 %
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2 A balanced budget over the business cycle implies a continual 

reduction of the debt-to-GDP ratio, at least if the nominal GDP growth

is positive.

Graph 1

Reference level according to the IMK proposal (± 2 % current account balance).

Reference level of the SGP (3 % deficit criterion and 60 % debt-to-GDP ratio).

Source: AMECO-database of the European Commission (as of April 20th, 2010), for 2010: forecast of the European

Commission; calculations by the IMK.
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criterion until 2007 like well-behaved member states,

the crisis let private demand plummet and the govern-

ments were forced to assume private debts and adopt

a stabilisation policy financed by public debt. The debt-

to-GDP ratio sky-rocketed (see Table 1), and suddenly

the international financial markets had doubts about

the credit ratings of these governments – the very

same markets that had readily financed the (private)

capital imports in these countries for years.

For everyone who believed the SGP would prevent

such a scenario, this must have come as a surprise.

The focus of the SGP is solely on public budget 

balances, according to its own inherent logic. The pact

is effectively blind to all imbalances in other economic

sectors (see Box 2). This ignorance proved to be fatal,

because current account balances signal a vulnerabi-

lity to speculation attacks far more clearly than public

budget deficits. In a country with enduring current 

account surpluses, the net private saving is usually

high. This not only helps to “finance” additional 

government borrowing, but also builds up claims

against foreign economies. This again leads to better

credit ratings on the financial markets, along with the

government's theoretical access to private savings by

means of taxes, duties and contribution rates. Further-

more, a country featuring a current account surplus is

evidently able to fulfil obligations to foreign creditors.

Because of its international competitiveness, the coun-

try is considered reliable. On the other hand, a country

with permanent and considerable current account de-

ficits is vulnerable to speculation attacks and financial

risks – even if the public budget had been balanced or

even been positive over the years. The rationale is that

criterion between 2002 and 2005. But the net 

savings of private households and companies to-

gether rose distinctly faster than the state's new

debt. In the year 2007, the public budget attained a

surplus as well, albeit on a smaller scale. The 

current account balance rose correspondingly from

-1 % in 1999 to 8 % in 2007, the debt-to-GDP ratio

rose from 61 % to 65 % during the same period.

In Greece, an opposite development occurred: A

strong domestic demand was paralleled by a gro-

wing foreign debt. Between 1999 and 2007, the 

private as well as the public sector exhibited high

deficits, which were met by capital imports (current

account deficit). The new debt in the private sector

was higher than in the public sector. The debt-to-

GDP ratio was 96 % in 2007, roughly the same as

in 1999 (94 %).

In Spain and Ireland, the domestic demand was

also strong and the foreign debt increased, but at

the same time the public debt decreased. In both

countries, the new private debt was excessive and

the current account showed a massive deficit. The

Irish government reached budget surpluses, except

for the year 2002 (- 0,3 %), the Spanish at least for

the years 2005 – 2007. The public debt-to-GDP

ratio dropped from 49 % to 25 % in Ireland between

1999 and 2007, in Spain from 62 % to 36 %.

Even if all member states had uniformly complied with

the 3 % criterion for public budget deficits, the crisis

could not have been averted, at least not if the signifi-

cant foreign trade imbalances had not been prevented

at the same time. Again, the developments in Spain

and Ireland demonstrate this: After adhering to the 3 %

2007 2010* 2007 2010* 2007 2010* 2007 2010**

Germany 65.0       78.8       0.2       -5.0       7.9       4.8       4.2       3.0      
Spain 36.2       64.9       1.9       -9.8       -10.0       -4.6       4.3       4.1      
Portugal 63.6       85.8       -2.7       -8.5       -9.8       -10.1       4.4       4.7      
Ireland 25.0       77.3       0.1       -11.7       -5.3       -0.9       4.3       4.8      
Greece 95.7       125.1       -5.4       -9.4       -14.7       -10.3       4.5       7.4      

For information only:

GB 44.6       79.1       -2.8       -11.8       -2.7       -1.8       5.0       3.9      
Japan 187.8       193.5       -2.5       -6.7       4.8       3.1       1.7       1.3      
USA 62.2       94.1       -2.7       -10.1       -5.2       -3.8       4.6       3.6      

Public debt State budget balance Current account balance Yields on
in % of the GDP in % of the GDP in % of the GDP 10 year government bonds

Table 1

* Forecast of the European Commission; ** average of January – June 2010.

Sources: AMECO-database of the European Commission (as of April 20th, 2010); Reuters EcoWin 

(Financial database); calculations by the IMK.

Public debt, current account and yields on government bonds

2007 and 2010
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country has its own currency and central bank, or if it

has relinquished its right to an autonomous fiscal policy

to a monetary union, makes a vast difference. In the

first case, it can react to the loss of market shares by

nominally devaluing its currency. The EMU has no no-

minal internal exchange rates, thus only an inflation

rate below average can induce real devaluation. This

can be achieved if the development of unit labour costs

remains below the European average. Compared to a

nominal devaluation, this is a very slow adjustment 

method. As a result, macroeconomic imbalances in a

this government can be pressured in every crisis to as-

sume private debt, for instance to stabilise the banking

system. The state has to shoulder the negative conse-

quences of any private over-indebtedness crisis, like

tax deficits or the costs of stabilisation policies. This

inevitably leads to a rapidly rising national debt. Ulti-

mately, it is irrelevant whether excessive national debt

was caused by government debt or private debt. If a

country exhibits current account surpluses or deficits

depends largely on its international competitiveness

and the relative growth rate of its economy. Whether a

Box 2:

Consequences of a balanced budget over the business cycle

The present Stability and Growth Pact reflects the widespread idea that the main macroeconomic function

of national economic policy is a balanced public budget or even a budget surplus, without ever violating the

3 % criterion. At the same time, the central bank tries to enforce its inflation target – in case of the ECB,

below but close to 2 %  on average across the euro area. If we assume that the current account balance of

the entire euro area is balanced in relation to the rest of the world,3 the demand for balanced public bud-

gets 

logically implies that the desired balance of the European private sector should be zero. If for instance the

private households saved more, private businesses would automatically have to invest more. In this impli-

cit model, the coordination of private saving intentions and investment decisions takes place on largely 

deregulated financial markets. Current account balances between euro area countries are interpreted as

equilibrium phenomena, resulting from demographic differences, different timing preferences of private hou-

seholds, and differences in the optimal size of each country's capital stock. None of these 

differences cause concern or require political interventions.

The only problem is – this model is not realistic. The realised balances of the economic sectors do not

necessarily coincide with the anticipated spending targets of all economic agents. Consequently, the sum

of all balances is not necessarily zero, not even on average across the business cycle. Even if a balanced

budget is aimed for, a public deficit can persist over several years, for instance if the government 

decides that production should work at full capacity in a situation where a private demand slowdown and

positive net private savings occur. For the government, it could seem sensible to fill the gap in demand with

increased government expenditure (automatic stabilisers and investments to increase productivity). But

also the sector balances can vary in retrospect, in some cases even creating long-term deficits or surplu-

ses. A potential option is for example that demand shortfalls in one or several countries emerge together

with positive private and public net savings. In this case, foreign economies can fill the demand gap, crea-

ting a notable current account surplus. For this strategy to work, the exporting country's competitiveness has

to remain high, including lower price increases compared to its trading partners. The downside for these part-

ners is the threat of a devaluation race which could ultimately result in a deflationary downward spiral – at

least if other countries are not willing to increase their public debt through current account deficits. But 

growing foreign debt can bring about financial fragility and structural shifts in the country's international

competitive position. This is precisely why the euro area needs an active and coordinated macroeconomic

policy, as opposed to a further deregulation of financial and labour markets combined with macroeconomic

abstinence. Deregulated labour markets only intensify the downward wage pressure and would evoke the

real danger of a deflationary devaluation race, especially in the current situation.

3 After the year 1999, the current account of the entire euro area was nearly balanced. There is an ongoing debate that the euro area 

actually needs surpluses plus the corresponding capital exports, as a provision for its ageing population: The Euro countries should build

up a capital stock now to let the future pensioners live off the interests or spend the capital, thus ensuring their future living standard. 

However, most countries face similar demographic problems; even in China, the number of pensioners rises continually. And the past 

crises of the complementing countries with high current account deficits and high foreign debt show how precarious these investments can

be.
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Box 3:

Macroeconomic imbalances in the euro area since 1999

In the first decade of the monetary union, its macroeconomic development was highly imbalanced (see

Graph 2). This holds especially true for Germany, Greece, Ireland, Portugal and Spain. Germany had the

lowest growth rate of all member states, alongside Italy and Portugal. Germany is also the only country

whose net exports contributed more on average to GDP growth than its domestic demand; and in no other

euro area final government expenditure contributed so little to GDP growth. The combination of these facts

led to high current account surpluses and massive capital exports. This export-oriented strategy could only

work because the domestic demand in other member states was stronger: They contributed significantly

more to the aggregate demand of the euro area than Germany did – the largest country of the union 

(accounting for more than a quarter of the euro area-GDP). All along, the euro area's current account is 

almost perfectly balanced, its imbalances are internal: Germany with its weak domestic demand, rising net

exports and increasing current account surpluses on the one side, Greece, Ireland, Portugal and Spain on

the other side, with strong domestic economies, rising import surpluses and growing current account 

deficits.4

Diverging wage cost developments in the member states were partly responsible for these imbalances

(see Graph 3). Given the ECB's inflation target of 2 %, the nominal unit labour costs would have needed to

rise by around 18 % between 1999 and 2007 – this was approximately true for France. In contrast, this fi-

gure rose by only 1,8 % in Germany, whereas in Greece, Portugal and Spain, the nominal unit labour costs
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Source: AMECO-database of the European Commission (as of April 20th, 2010); calculations by the IMK.
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Graph 2

4 Despite export surpluses, Ireland also showed high current account deficits. For a discussion of the resulting problems, 

see European Commission (2010b). 
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increased by 28 % to 30 %. The development of in-

flation rates also varied greatly among the member

states. This again massively influenced the price

competitiveness of each country's export industry. At

the same time, diverging real interest rates occur-

red. Countries featuring high levels of competitive-

ness and low inflation rates had higher real interests

rates, limiting investment activities. On the other

hand, the high aggregate demand in the deficit 

countries benefited from their higher inflation rates

and consequently lower real interest rates; during

the first years of the monetary union, their domestic 

demand also profited from the decline of capital 

market interest rates due to lower risk premiums.

This is how the severe current account imbalances

within the euro area came about.

Furthermore, Germany has followed a separate

route in its expenditure policy, compared to other 

European countries (see Table 2). Germany is the

only country, besides Japan, that has reduced its

total public expenditure between 1999 and 2007, 

according to the data of the European Commission. Whereas the ratio of public expenditures to GDP has

been about 47 % for all of the EU-15 states during this period, in Germany it has dropped from 48 % to 

43 % (called “the decade of denationalisation”, Bofinger 2008). This explains the weak contribution of the

state's demand to Germany's growth rate: 0.15 % between 1999 and 2007.
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implicit in the ECB's inflation target, 1999 – 2010

Source: AMECO-database of the European

Commission (as of April 20th, 2010); 

calculations by the IMK.

nominal real1 nominal real1

EU-27 4.3     1.7      USA 6.1     3.3      
EU-15 4.1     2.0      Hungary 10.2     3.2      
EWU-16 3.7     1.6      Slovenia 8.8     3.2      
EWU-12 3.7     1.6      Poland 7.2     3.2      
Latvia 14.2     9.2      Malta 5.1     2.7      
Romania 31.0     8.4      Portugal 5.6     2.6      
Estonia 11.9     7.6      Netherlands 4.8     2.4      
Ireland 11.0     7.4      France 4.0     2.2      
Cyprus 8.9     6.2      Finland 3.6     2.0      
Iceland 9.6     5.8      Sweden 3.5     1.9      
Lithuania 7.4     5.5      Belgium 3.8     1.8      
Bulgaria 11.5     5.0      Italy 3.6     1.3      
Great Britain 6.6     5.0      Denmark 3.1     1.1      
Luxembourg 7.4     4.5      Austria 2.8     1.0      
Greece 7.7     4.3      Slovakia 6.5     0.1      
Norway 5.9     4.0      Germany 1.3     -0.3      
Szech Republic 6.4     4.0      Japan -1.6     -1.3      
Spain 7.2     3.9      

Table 2

1 Deflationed with the (harmonised) consumer price index CPI.

Source: AMECO-database of the European Commission (as of April 20th, 2010); calculations by the IMK.

Government expenditure in selected countries from 1999 to 2007

average annual growth rate in %
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5 The current account deficit limit of 2 % would also limit a country's 

foreign debt to less than 50 % long-term, asuming an annual nominal

GDP growth of 4 %. Our limit is somewhat higher than the (weighted,

absolute) mean of the two indicators used by the Commission to cal-

culate equilibrium current accounts (European Commission 2010b, p.

28). Dullien and Schwarzer (2009) argue for a limit of 3 %; this would

limit foreign debt to 60 %, asuming a nominal GDP growth of 5 %.

the current crisis has shown, in an extreme crisis, it

has to be suspended anyway to prevent a

downward spiral. Therefore the 3 % limit on public

budget deficits should be dropped completely. Ulti-

mately, budget deficits are beyond any govern-

ment's control. Deficits are the result of multiple 

outside influences; most are not controlled by the

government. The stability of the entire national eco-

nomy, not only of the national government, 

depends far more on the current account balance

of each country, not on its public budget deficit.

2. The limit for budget deficits should be replaced by

limits for current account surpluses or deficits, for

instance plus/minus 2 %.5 This would be an ade-

quate indicator for insufficient financial sustainabi-

lity. Because surpluses are the counterpart of

deficits and also have undesirable side effects, the

current account indicator would be on red alert

above + 2 and below – 2 %. 

3. The reformed SGP would have a multilevel exami-

nation procedure as well. On the first level (inspec-

tion level), it would be determined if the current

account balance of a country is beyond the 2 % cor-

ridor, on the basis of the Commission's analysis. If

the balance is within the corridor, the 

examination is already over. If the balance is 

outside the corridor, the second level applies 

(analysis level). Now, the macroeconomic develop-

ment of the respective country would be 

scrutinised. Especially the unit labour costs would

be examined carefully (and separately: tradable

and non-tradable goods), and exports and imports,

as well as private and public debt would be analy-

sed.

4. If the Commission decides that a country's 

development is not sustainable, it would issue 

advice on the country's fiscal policy (advice level).

Countries with current account surpluses would be

advised to stimulate domestic demand with a 

policy mix consisting of a more expansionary fiscal 

policy, further investment incentives and structural

reforms. The goal would be an increase of nominal

unit labour costs and a more equalised income 

distribution in order to boost private consumption.

Deficit countries on the other hand would be advi-

sed to implement a policy mix with the ingredients

of a more restrictive fiscal policy plus incentives to

monetary union cannot be reduced overnight. But we

believe that a more balanced economic growth could

and should be achieved (see Box 3 for a summary of

macroeconomic imbalances in the euro area so far). A

reformed SGP could contribute significantly to this 

development, at least if it addressed current account

balances and measures to reduce macroeconomic im-

balances.

Crisis management first...

This perspective allows us to define requirements for

the short-term crisis management in the euro area as

well as for permanent reforms of the SGP. The short-

term crisis management requires the following:

1. The fiscal policy of the euro area has to remain

more expansionary than the stability programmes

of the member states for the years 2010 – 13 spe-

cify, and more expansionary than the requirements

of the rescue package for obtaining credit desi-

gnate (see Brecht et al. 2010). Given the conside-

rable under-utilisation of production capacities in

Europe and the high unemployment rates, even a

significant economic upturn would not be inflatio-

nary in the next two years. In the case of a strong

self-supporting boom, fiscal policy could quickly fi-

nance the expansionary measures through tax in-

creases, accelerating budget consolidation along

the way.

2. To help an economic upturn and reduce imbalan-

ces, countries with an excessive current account

surplus should introduce further expansionary sti-

mulus packages. This holds especially true for 

Germany, the largest EMU country with an alarming

backlog in public investments. A cooperative fiscal

strategy like this would mean net advantages for

the EMU, and for every member country alike.

3. The ECB has to guarantee the solvency of its 

member states. Therefore the ECB should continue

its willingness to buy long-term government bonds

until the current crisis is resolved.

… stability pact reform afterwards!

The proposed crisis management would support eco-

nomic recovery, avert the threat of national bankruptcy

and would prepare for the reduction of imbalances. But

the euro area needs long-term stability. For this, the

SGP has to be reformed fundamentally. The following

six conditions have to be met:

1. The single-minded fixation of the SGP on public

budget deficits misses the point. Any fiscal rule thus

reduced cannot provide financial sustainability, and

will not have positive effects on a country's credit

rating on the international financial markets. And as
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6. The rescue package from May 2010 for countries

on the verge of bankruptcy should be institutionali-

sed and upgraded to a European Monetary Fund

(EMF). This new EMF would refinance the debt of

countries with financing problems and fund their ex-

penditure programs as long as these countries

comply with the rules of the reformed pact. The

fund could make loans directly, or by means of gua-

rantee obligations. If a country is already in the

sanction phase when financing problems occur, or

if their current account balance is below or above

the 2 % corridor, the EMF will only lend further

money if the country complies with the predefined

expenditure path, or with the newly defined expen-

diture path (see also Bofinger/Ried 2010 for a 

similar concept, but without explicit reference to the

current account). If the government expenditure 

exceeds the defined path, the government commits

itself to automatic (further) tax increases. Non-com-

pliance would result in the EMF's refusal to 

guarantee future loans. This again implies that the

ECB would refuse to purchase these loans. On the

bond markets, risk premia would rise and national

bankruptcy would be inevitable. An orderly proce-

dure for bankruptcy, debt moratorium and debt con-

version has to be devised.

But the reformed pact would also impose restricti-

ons on surplus countries. On the one hand, they

have to contribute to the EMF just like the deficit

countries. On the other hand, if their current 

account surplus exceeds 2 %, they will be forced

on a raised expenditure path. These paths should

prevent the deficit countries' consolidation strate-

gies being counteracted by similarly restrictive 

fiscal policies in the surplus countries. Insufficient 

expenditure of a surplus country would also entail

larger contributions to the EMF, plus additional 

guarantees.

If national bankruptcy is imminent, despite all precau-

tions, this is an extremely serious disruption, affecting

all members of the monetary union. Uncertainty con-

cerning the future of the EMU or its member states

would increase alarmingly. A single country with its own

currency has various means to avoid bankruptcy. 

Besides spending cuts and tax increases, this would

also include currency devaluation. This again would

lead to an increased foreign debt. But since internatio-

nal competitiveness would also increase, debt servi-

cing would again become easier. This course of action

is impossible for EMU member states. Therefore a 

procedure for national bankruptcy is necessary as a

last resort. And only if a bankrupt state has complied

with all requirements of the reformed pact in the pre-

save in the private sector. The economy's compe-

titiveness would also have to be increased, through

structural reforms, e.g. by competition policy; this

applies to price and non-price competition alike. At

first, the planning and implementing of this policy

mix would be assigned to the affected country. The

European Commission would examine the 

development annually to see if their advice was 

followed, and if the current account balance is 

moving in the direction of the two-percent corridor.

If the corridor is reached within three years, the 

examination procedure is over.

5. If the corridor is not reached within three years time,

the fourth and last level becomes effective 

(sanction level). At the recommendation of the

Commission, the European Council would mandate

a compulsory non-cyclical government expenditure

path, with the involvement of the European Parlia-

ment (for the expenditure path concept see also

Horn/Truger 2005, Hein/Truger 2006).

Increased public spending would be demanded

of the surplus countries. No tax cuts would be

allowed, due to their lower multiplier effect as

compared to higher public expenditure If the 

government had wanted to stimulate business

investments with tax reductions or similar 

incentives, it could have done so during the 

previous years on the advice level. On the con-

trary, a more expansionary expenditure path

could be flanked by tax increases in order to

limit the increase of the budget deficit, accor-

ding to each country's political preference (ba-

lanced budget multiplier). A notable stimulus for

the domestic economy is the benchmark for the

gradual reduction of current account surpluses.

The more private expenditure is prompted by

public spending, the faster the current account

balance will move towards the desired limits.

The governments of deficit countries will have

to reduce their spending accordingly, to a 

predefined lower level. If necessary, the go-

vernment will have to raise taxes, duties or con-

tribution rates.

The expenditure paths and tax increases, if 

necessary, would remain in effect for three

years, even if the current account balances sink

below or rise above the defined limits. If the 

current account balance is within the corridor

after three years, there will be no further 

requirements. If the balance however is still

above/below the corridor, new expenditure

paths would be issued for the next three-year

period.
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patible with the reformed pact – even without explicit

budget deficit and debt-to-GDP ratio criteria. The go-

vernment can only borrow money and increase its de-

ficit to the extent of domestic private savings, at least

without affecting the current account balance. If the

budget deficit increases beyond this level, the current

account balance would start to slip and would cause a

warning signal at -2 %. If the following analysis by the

European Commission discerns an emerging macroe-

conomic imbalance, an expenditure path for public

spending would be determined. This path not only re-

duces the current account deficit, but inevitably the

budget deficit as well. 

Before the pact became effective in 1999, there

was a widespread apprehension that an expansionary

fiscal policy could result in a rising inflation rate (Stark

2001, p. 78 - 9); the reformed pact can disprove all con-

cerns in this direction. Whenever an expansionary fis-

cal policy would have an inflationary effect, the current 

account balance would become negative and the new

current account criterion would be violated. But even a

fiscal policy creating government surpluses could be

overly expansionary during an economic boom. If mo-

netary policy is identical for all members of the euro

area, only fiscal policy can react to an economic over-

heating on a national level; the joint European mone-

tary policy always refers to the euro area average.

Whenever the inflation rate rises, national fiscal policy

is evidently not restrictive enough and the country's

current account deficit falls below the -2 % margin –

this scenario is not provided for under the present pact. 

Another widespread apprehension is that a pres-

cribed expenditure path for the Euro countries would

undermine their budgetary sovereignty, a core demo-

cratic principle. But actually the proposed reforms do

not constrain the countries' fiscal authority any further

than the old SGP, which pressured countries with 

excessive deficits to reduce their debt. We have to 

acknowledge the following universal rule: Without 

adequate measures to limit current account imbalan-

ces, a monetary union of sovereign states is unviable.

Our proposed expenditure path strategy would only

provide the essential minimum of fiscal coordination. If

the EMU seeks a more effective macroeconomic 

policy with greater democratic legitimacy, there is no

way around a Europeanised economic and fiscal po-

licy – moving ultimately in the direction of a political

union.

vious stages and years, would it be allowed to remain

within the monetary union and may expect support

from other member states. To violate the requirements

of the expenditure path would mean to knowingly 

endanger the stability of the entire euro area – and di-

scretionary public expenditure can be effectively con-

trolled by governments, as opposed to budget deficits

and current account balances.

However, it could always happen that surplus coun-

tries refuse to comply with the predefined expenditure

paths, thus counteracting the deficit countries' consoli-

dation strategies. The contribution rates of the surplus

countries would rise continuously. But with this beha-

viour, the surplus countries could effectively endanger

or destroy the monetary union, especially in case of a

large country like Germany. In deficit countries, public

debt would rise despite compliance with the 

expenditure paths, and these additional loans would

have to be guaranteed. To adjust to this development,

their expenditure paths would be continually reduced.

The result would be an economic downward spiral that

could end in the collapse of the monetary union. In a

scenario like this, it might be reasonable for a deficit

country to leave the monetary union voluntarily, maybe

even accept national bankruptcy as a consequence. In

this worst-case scenario, at least the foreign creditors

would have to share the burden of the national debt cri-

sis. This is why the large surplus countries have an ex-

ceptional responsibility for the continued existence of

the monetary union. Nobody guarantees the survival

of the union, it has to be wanted.

Reformed pact restricts public debt

The proposed SGP reform strategy – from an upper

limit for budget deficits and debt-to-GDP ratios toward

a limit for current account balances – does not deny

that high budget deficits of individual member states

will have a negative impact on the entire euro area and

should be restricted. As discussed before the monetary

union was established in politics and economics at

length (German Council of Economic Experts 1998), a

high budget deficit can practically “incapacitate” the 

fiscal policy of the affected country, having negative 

effects on all other member states, particularly during

an economic downturn. Widespread doubts about a

country's solvency would have more serious conse-

quences and would have to be appeased with guaran-

tees from other euro area members – as happened

during the Greek crisis. Therefore, our recommended

strategy also restricts public budget deficits, not by

means of an upper limit, but by preserving a country's

solvency indirectly through current account 

balance limits. Only a sustainable fiscal policy is com-
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Conclusions

The present Stability and Growth Pact focuses on the

wrong criterion. Instead of its fixation on public deficits,

the pact should have concentrated on current account

balances – these reflect developments in the public

and the private sector alike. If this had been taken into

account, the extensive economic imbalances in the

euro area could not have soared the way they did, and

the effects of the financial crisis would have been dam-

pened.

In the present situation of a fragile economic reco-

very, the planned tough consolidation programmes

would be counterproductive and could even undermine

any recovery. Initially, the focus on current account 

balances implicates higher public budget deficits in

some countries. In the long term, the proposed limits

for current account balances also curb public 

deficits. Another advantage of the proposed strategy is

that the macroeconomic imbalances in the euro area

are finally tackled systematically. Deficit as well as 

surplus countries would have to contribute to the 

reduction of these imbalances.
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